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Abstract—While both wiki and Facebook(FB) has been said to be supportive of e-learning, further studies of them in collaboration aspects and the related comparison were not addressed, leaving a significant research gap.

This project involved 114 students using either wiki or FB for project collaboration. The relationship between the tools and collaboration effectiveness, performance and user experience would be studied. Both tools were separately evaluated and compared altogether.

In both tool, the technology barrier strongly and negatively impacted the user experience and the perceived collaboration effectiveness. A higher actual usage level could enhance the performance for both wiki and FB, while self-reported and measured figure can bring different results. FB were more preferred for collaboration, in terms of technology barrier, user experience and perceived collaboration effectiveness, while students in the wiki group performed better.

Index Terms—Facebook, Wiki, project collaboration, e-learning, social networking site, technology implementation

I. INTRODUCTION

The social media and web applications has become hot topics in e-learning. [1][2]. Web 2.0 tools, such as Wiki and Facebook has been said as a revolutionary web-based applications that support e-learning and welcomed by students [3]-[6] It was said that they could build dynamic environment and act as more interesting teaching tool. [7] But previous researches on both tool in collaboration aspects were both limited. The aspects of collaboration effectiveness, process students’ attitude and performance were rarely covered, leading to research gap about using them for project collaboration, which would be explored in this project.

114 students used either wiki or FB for project collaboration, and complete a post-course survey about the project collaboration, with their activities also observed. The observations and feedback were analyzed and brought into the research model. Comparison between wiki and FB as a collaboration tool was also made.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. About Facebook

Created in 2004, Facebook(FB) is a multi-feature Social Networking site.[8][9] Initially targeted to students’ communities [10], FB has become hot in recent years and stood out of the competitors. [10][11] Researchers has been interested in FB in different aspects, such as the privacy issues and using FB as teaching environment [10][12].

Most students were positive for using FB in learning. They would interact with each other on FB and work on course-related questions. Secondly, FB friends helped answering the course logistics issues, sharing notes, and connecting others for projects. Besides, FB allowed instant, informal access to tutors and lecturers in a relaxed online environment. Last but not least, students’ interest on FB would increase the intrinsic learning motivation. [7][12][13]

For the disadvantages, firstly, lecturers and students might not want to “friend” each other, and FB might affect the perceptions of students and lecturers towards each other. Some students may feel unsafe for potential privacy leakage. Besides, some file formats were not supported, and the discussion was not organized in a threaded structure. FB might also be perceived primarily for entertainment or social technology purposes, but not educational. On top, students might be distracted while on FB, spending time online fruitlessly instead of focusing on the studies. [7][12]-[14]

B. About Wiki

Wiki is an application allowing users to freely create and edit webpage content by browser, with different functions such as hyperlinks, cross-links among wiki pages, text-formatting, and image inclusions. Among different version of wiki, "Open-editing” has been a core common and important feature, encouraging democratic use of web and content creation. [7][15]

For the advantages, firstly, wiki could create a fast, convenient, time-and-place-independent environment. Next, most students’ interest in new tool bring higher motivation. Besides, requiring no HTML coding, the WYSIWYG interface visualized the collaboration. For the learning experience, wiki supported wider topics range, and a relaxed and democratic atmosphere, favoring the expression of opinion and better work submission. Students would therefore feel themselves equally treated based on the quality. On top, by making the students’ effort visible to others, wikis could built the inter-peer relationship and the high-level thinking skills. Students might also be happy with their efforts recognized [7][16]-[18]
However, some students might avoid new technology. Secondly, when the students were not required to directly use HTML coding, the HTML functionality might not be utilized. Some students might be depressed if their edits are changed. Students might feel “too free” and expect a more structured learning experience, and extra effort were to lead the learning direction. The “Open Editing" nature made editing others’ contribution, impersonation and vandalism easier without real consequence. Moreover, students might only read their own contribution, or only a few students contributed while others only read, leading no discussion or collaboration, thus negating the original objective. [7][17]-[19]

C. About collaboration, collaborative learning and collaboration tools

Collaboration is the working practice whereby individuals work together for common goal and overall benefit. [20] Originally, collaboration linked with communication and coordination, but more concepts has been linked along the technology advancement.[21][22] Advantages included better division of labor, higher creativity and synergistic effect[23]. Disadvantages included working styles conflicts and higher cost.[24] The approaches and the tool applications has become the research topics about collaboration[24]-[26].

The term “collaborative learning” were varyingly defined. The broadest definition was “Two or more people learn or attempt to learn something together[27]. Some interpretation linked with concepts of “social process”, “common goal” and “exchange of ideas”, increasing the interest and promoting critical thinking. [28][29] Possible collaboration tools included “Document Sharing”, “Instant Messaging”, whiteboards and discussion board[22], with social media for e-learning recognized for bringing good collaboration.[30]

D. Technology Barrier

Computer technology barrier in education, which could impede the effective use of the tool, could be categorized as first-order or second-order barriers.[31] First-order barriers were mainly resources-related issues, such as equipment, training, support, cost and technology access. The second-order barriers included cultural factors and teacher-level factors, such as resistance to change, teachers’ anxiety, lack of time and motivation.[31]-[33][36][37]

In the light of the high internet and technological infrastructure development level in Hong Kong[34], this project would focus on the second-order barrier.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS

The proposed theoretical model are shown in Fig. 1, with the constructs defined as follows,

Usage level of wiki / Facebook and Perceived collaboration effectiveness

The usage level is the extent how the group of students uses wiki or FB for project collaboration. The perceived collaboration effectiveness means the effect of the overall collaboration, with the use of the specific tool (i.e FB / Wiki), in the students’ perception. Previous findings stated that the effectiveness of a technological tool were positively related to the usage level[35], which might also be applicable to both Facebook and wiki. Therefore, we proposed,

Hypothesis 1(H1) - Students with a higher level of usage of wiki / Facebook as the collaboration tool will have a higher level of perceived collaboration effectiveness.

Technology Barrier

In this project, it refers to the second-order barriers when using Wiki and FB for collaboration. It was said that technology barriers can either directly impede the effective use of the technological tools [31], or act as a moderator of performance and effectiveness.[38][39] While both direct effect and moderating effect were possible, we propose the following hypothesis, trying to prove a moderating effect,

Hypothesis 2(H2) –With wiki / Facebook group as the project collaboration tool, the technology barrier would moderate the relationship between the usage level of the tool and perceived collaboration effectiveness; such that when technology barrier is high, the positive impact of usage level of wiki / Facebook would be weaker.

Collaboration performance

It is the project score given by the lecturer. It was said that the actual usage may be the link between the technological tools and performance.[40] Therefore, we propose,

Hypothesis 3(H3) – The collaboration performance has been enhanced because of the higher usage level of Facebook / Wiki as the project collaboration tool.

User Experience(UX)

Definition of UX varied, but generally included different aspects of the end-user's interaction in a technological tool, which can be dynamic, context-dependent, and subjective. [41][42] It was found that the usage level may significantly impact on UX and attitude.[43] Therefore, we propose,

Hypothesis 4(H4) – The user experience has been enhanced because of the higher usage level of Facebook / Wiki as the project collaboration tool.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

114 undergraduate students (with their demographic profiles in Table I) finished a course group project with wiki or FB groups as collaboration tool. A post-course survey covering the usage level, technology barrier, perceived...
collaboration effectiveness and user experience would be issued to them to collect their feedback.

The survey was mainly set on the 7 point Likert-scale, with 1 means strongly disagree and 7 means strongly agree. Questions were mainly built based on previous studies in similar situation but different context. Due to the previous literature limitation, some were questions originally proposed. On top of their feedback, observations on their activities were also made to measure the actual usage level.

The hypotheses testing and theoretical model building would be done by stepwise linear regression. Comparison between FB and wiki were made by simple statistics and independent samples T-test.

Measures of Constructs

Except the collaboration performance and measured usage, a reliability test was done for the 4 remaining constructs to confirm the consistency. The returned Cronbach’s alpha for were all larger than 0.7, confirming the construct consistency. (See Table II) For the same 4 constructs, the sum of the points received would be treated as the construct raw score, and normalized by dividing it by the maximum possible raw score.

A. Usage level

The usage level were both measured and self-reported because of the potentially significant discrepancy.[44]. The self-reported figure was collected from the survey in section II of the survey, while the measured level were the no. of edits on pages(wiki) and the no. of messages on wall(FB) respectively, based on previous studies. [45]

B. Technology Barrier

The statements were based on previous studies with modification.[45][46](The 1st and 3rd statement in section I of survey, with the 3rd statement reversely coded).

C. Perceived Collaboration effectiveness

Questions were based on a self-evaluation checklist for collaboration proposed previously[47], with the following aspects excluded due to the course nature, “sustainability” (Limited duration and one-time-off nature of the collaboration relationship, about 3 months) and “catalysts” (Reason for the collaboration - to complete the assessment), making a total number of 11 statements (Statement 8-18 in section I). A higher point meant a higher effectiveness.

D. Performance

It is the score given by the lecturer, divided by the maximum possible score (Facebook – 30, Wiki – 100).

E. User experience on Facebook / Wiki

Based on a previous studies about FB in learning [46], statement were prepared with modification due to the research context(the 4th and 5th statement in section I of the survey).

V. INDIVIDUAL CONSTRUCTS ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

The constructs were reviewed separately in terms of two tools and compared by simple statistics (Table III) and independent sample t-test (Table IV). For t-test, considering the results of the Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances for all constructs, equal variances were assumed. Reviewing the sig. (2-tailed) value, significant difference could be confirmed between two groups of all constructs.

A. Measured usage level

The measured usage information has been given in Table V and Table VI, but not directly compared due to different nature. No. of wiki-edits and students’ post & reply in the FB group were used for the measured usage figure.

For wiki, students mainly used wiki to prepare the deliverable content, but less in group communication. For FB, “Message” meant the post on the wall, while “Reply” meant the post replying to the message, and students preferred posting new messages instead of replying others.
B. Other constructs

The student in FB group reported a higher collaboration effectiveness, higher self-reported usage level and lower technology barrier and better user experience. Reviewing the self-reported expertise level in two groups (Table VII), students were more familiar with FB, which might explain the lower technology barrier of FB.

The performance were group-based. Students in wiki group reported a better performance.

VI. HYPOTHESIS TESTING

Stepwise linear regression analysis was done between the constructs, with the control variables input. The beta coefficient indicates relationship between the constructs, their strength and directions. The p-value indicated if the null hypothesis should be rejected. (Null hypothesis rejection condition in this project: p-value ≤ 0.05).

A. About control variables

It included GPA, the no. of project that used the same tool concurrently, gender, self-reported expertise level and age. The percentages that the control variables account for the variance of the constructs has been shown in Table VIII.

B. Hypothesis 1 & 2

To test the moderating effect, a temporary item equivalent to the product of technology barrier and self-reported usage was created. Adding the self-reported usage on top of the control variables in the model did not significantly increase the R square value. However, adding the technology barrier has increased the R square value significantly. (Wiki: 60.3%, FB:75.9%) Finally, when further adding the timed item, the R square value only changed slightly. Considering the coefficient information and p-value (Wiki : p= .000, beta coefficient = -.718; FB: p=.006, beta coefficient = -.524), technology barrier had a direct and significant negative effect on learning effectiveness in both wiki and FB.

C. Hypothesis 3

Considering the R-square value difference, beta coefficient and p-value, the actual usage strongly and significantly impacted the performance. (Wiki: beta coefficient: .641, p-value = .000; FB: beta coefficient: .871, p-value=. .000)

D. Hypothesis 4

In the light of the small changes of the R square value and high p-value, no correlation could be proven between the usage level and the user experience.

E. Ad-hoc analysis on linear regression

Regarding the linear regression results on hypothesis 1 and 2, an ad-hoc linear regression between the technology barrier and user experience was done in both wiki and FB.

When adding the technology barrier on top of the control variables (with the user experience and dependent variables), the R square value become 62.2%(wiki) and 37.6%(FB). Reviewing the beta coefficient and p-value (Wiki: beta coefficient :-720, p-value:.042), a strong and negative impact on the user experience by that technology barrier could be confirmed.

F. A short conclusion from linear regression

Using the actual usage figure, only hypothesis 3 was supported in the results. Considering the results of ad-hoc linear regression and the linear regression on hypothesis 1&2, we might conclude that technology barrier negatively and significantly impact on both the user experience and the perceived collaboration effectiveness, leading to the theoretical model (as shown in Fig. 2. and Fig 3).

VII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH DIRECTION

As a project collaboration tool, wiki was mainly used for drafting and editing the deliverable instead of communication. Wiki developer may consider introducing new functions for communications, to make the future wiki a more comprehensive collaboration tool. Regarding FB as a communication tool, FB’s acquisition on Whatsapp in early 2014[48] may potentially make FB a better collaboration tool in communication aspects by the integrating Whatsapp into FB, which can be further investigated.
While it was said that wiki is easy to use, FB were considered an easier tool for collaboration according to the reported technology barrier instead. Teachers may consider teaching the student how to use wiki before starting the project, if wiki is one of the collaboration tool options.

For both wiki and FB, the technology barrier strongly and negatively impacted on the user experience and the perceived collaboration effectiveness. Besides, a higher actual usage could bring a better performance for both wiki and FB.

While students enjoyed using FB in different aspects, students in wiki group performed better. It may be highlighted that a collaboration tool less-preferred by students may eventually bring better performance. Other than collaboration, similar test may be conducted for other e-learning tools.

Alternative collaboration tools suggested by the students, including Google Drive and Adobe Connect, can be tested by similar setting, with re-definition of measured usage figure.

**APPENDIX I - SURVEY DISTRIBUTED TO STUDENTS**

The survey for both group are basically the same, except “Facebook” changed into “Wiki”, according to the tool used.

**Team Learning & Collaboration Feedback (Facebook Users)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section I:</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I am motivated to use FB for project collaboration.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I have enough time to get familiar with FB for project collaboration.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I feel anxious when knowing that I need to use FB for collaboration.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. It would be convenient to use FB for collaboration.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I welcome the opportunity to connect with peers on FB.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. FB is personal and social, instead of educational.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. My privacy would be invaded because of using FB for project.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. There was an established process for communication between meetings.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Need assessment has been conducted and we have obtained information to establish our goals.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. We keep collecting data to measure our goal achievement.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The environment surrounding decision making in this collaboration is positive.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. We have access to needed resources for the project.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. FB allows our project collaboration to function effectively.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Our group worked cooperatively to solve problems.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Members of this team are connected by formal and informal networks at all levels.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Leadership exists to facilitate and support team building.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. There is a communication system and formal information channel in our team that permits the exploration of issues, goals and objectives.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. The collaboration has allowed understanding between team members.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Section II:**

(1 = Never, 4 = Sometimes , 7=Always)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For doing this project, approximately how frequently and for how long, in total, you interact with your team members using approaches other than FB:</th>
<th>Total frequency, how many times</th>
<th>Total time spent, in hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Face-to-face, in-person meetings ......................................</td>
<td>___ # meetings</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Email .................................................................................</td>
<td>___ # mails</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Telephone call .................................................................</td>
<td>___ # calls</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Other Instant Messenger (except for FB)..........................</td>
<td>___ # sessions</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Any other approach (please specify): _____________ ___ #</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Section III:**

1. In your opinion, what are the most valuable benefits from using FB in conducting group project?

- ☐ Improve student-to-student communication
- ☐ Improve student-to-lecturer communication
- ☐ Improve student learning
- ☐ Improve lecturer-to-student communication
- ☐ No benefit

2. Is there any problem/difficulty you encountered in using FB as a platform for group project?

3. Any suggestion or comment for improvement if we adopt FB in the future teaching & learning?

**Group #__________ (For aggregating within-group members’ responses only)**

Gender: ☐ Male ☐ Female Age: _______

Faculty: ☐ Business ☐ Non-Business

Level of your expertise in using FB: ☐ novice ☐ intermediate ☐ advanced

In the current academic year, how many subjects you used (including are using) FB group for doing project: _____

Your accumulative GPA in last semester: ___________ (a control variable)
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